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screenprint that adheres closely to the origi

nal gouache and watercolor drawing. Al

SHOICHI IDA: AN INTERVIEW

by Leslie Brody

though it reverts to the marvelous colorism of
At Sea, Japan, it far surpasses the earlier work
in the variety and delicacy of its painterly rep

ertoire. It is truly a garden of sensuous de
lights. Skill (115 colors!) is again placed in the
service of the eye rather than of the mind. The

comparisons between the two images—be
tween relative opacity and transparency, be
tween two points of view—are of less conse

quence in the presence of such utter

seductiveness. Only with a determined effort

would one seek to relate this print to the di
dactic enterprise of the whole, to the inventory
of artistic reports that compose In the Garden.

Bartlett's work has gradually withdrawn even
further from the arena of criticism. To the

degree that her style has become more elusive,
words seem less and less significant.

Bartlett's latest print, In the Garden #40

(1983), was inspired by one of the earlier

drawings done directly from nature in three
or four conte crayons. The proliferation of

the original image onto three more sheets
(each a diptych, it will be recalled) is by now

as familiar as Bartlett's crossbreeding of

techniques. The first sheet is entirely screen

printed, the second is woodcut, the third

pairs screenprint with woodcut, and finally

the fourth contrasts woodcut with screen

print. While the first two follow the original
drawing, the third and fourth prints form a

common variant. In addition, Bartlett again
succeeds in forcing her woodcuts to appear
like broad crayon or gouache drawings and in

imparting a woodcutlike, angular planarity
to her screenprints. Such description, how
ever, cannot quite get to the heart of these
works. Why is the combined impact of these
eight images so terribly moving? Why do
they remain so aloof from stylistic analysis?
What is the meaning of their reticence to
comment on the world they depict? Decep

tively, they seem jo partake of the auto

graphic, expressionist modes of the '80s, but
their repetitiveness is totally antinarrative.
Or is it that we are searching for the wrong

meanings? The most accurate assessment

may be Jeff Perrone's claim that Bartlett's
works dissect the meanings of style itself.

From the incredible richness of her own for
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SI In art school. A friend went to Eng

age against another, by creating and then
and brought me back a rock. I'd always
willfully altering rules and expectations,
Leslie Brody How dtd you get involved in an interest in rocks_they>

Bartlett somehow manages to praise the end
left it on my desk in my studio, and it
less variety of human expression and inter
Shoichi Ida I never had any particular in- covered up by junk and
pretation. And, by not allowing herself toterest
be
in art as a child, but in nature. I felt years or so, I opened th
appropriated by any of the styles of the past
such wonderment. Why does the rain fall, spring, and the wind blew e
or the isms of the present, she assumes what
the wind blow, the tree grow? My teachers desk. Except the rock, a
may turn out to be a particularly feminist
couldn't answer. They could give the seien- the rock. There was an
stance. Ultimately, hers is an art that releases
tific reasons, but I wanted to know the rea- print on the paper in the
the viewer from the tyranny of criticism. sons beyond all that, the implications for us that interested me. The
as people. My art is my way of pursuing tween. Between the two fo
these natural phenomena that happen every pressure on the rock and t
Richard S. Field is associate director and curator
day. The way I explore them is very simple, —in between was the piec
of prints, drawings, and photographs at theand
Yale I want that simplicity to be inherent in the imprint of the funct
University Art Gallery.
the work. The processes, movements, actions Essentially, it was a print
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SI I've always liked cultures interested in ®ut b _S not a
nature—Egyptian pyramids, Indian graves slon a ' ketw
—putting someone back in the earth is a very LB Does illus

natural act. I want to create that same bal- your work? have to think about what happened. I don't

ance with nature. In college I wasn't so inter- gj Yes. That goes back to when I was a care wben people write, "These mu
ested in techniques—"to paint the picture, child My parents were actors. Their job was Ida's fingerprints over here."

do this or that I was really interested in to create illusions, but they would come LB From the fingerprints I w

the materials, the shape of nature, the way home to lead a normal life as well. They whether you had an interest in Jasper
the rain falls and makes a shape. How can I, showed a different face to us as kids, and as SI IVe been using fingerprints for

38 ? WhT i Txl Jr0C" k'dS WC WCre alwayS confused about what 10 years. Johns wants to occupy the

ess. What s my role in it. My art is a docu- do WIth our hves. This gap between illusion wam t0 leave it j want t0 make s
ment ot my search to understand what I m and rPai;tv was vprv Hiffimlt fnr mp a« a , , , , ■

... 7 ana real«y was very aimcuit tor me as a an0nymous, but can't make something com

e' childi 1 was vel7 confused. My parents said, pletely anonym0us, so I try to by usin

LB For ten years you've been giving your "Our theater life is illusions," but I said, "I of other people. His fingerprints a
prints the title Surface is the Between—Between never noticed." When my parents passed his image part of his what shall
Vertical and Horizon. What does that mean? away, I picked up after their kind of life. It can see bow much he was invol

SI The reason prints fascinate me is that was ,ab vei7 sad" don 1 bbe tbe use much he used his own fingers,

each of the printing processes has this ele- Partlcalar lmages for my work My work ^ America and

ment: there's always a vertical force and a doesn 1 have a Partlcular subJ«t, but an ef-

horizontal force, and between them the print feet. When I use a leaf, or stone, it s an illu

is made. There's the force of the press, com- S10n' Even when 1 use paint' ll's not real SI h S the fT "°nCeptu m uslng

ing down on a horizontal thing, and at that paint anymore, but an illusion of pure paint, anonymity. In the States they all say
instant there is a transfer of the image and because IVe changed 11 ' There's llluslon even a Japanese arpst' s0 \ velY Çasll
the instant of contact. With screenprint, for m a pamtmS that has no lmage or subJect' anonymous> abst™ct- ItsJust llke
example, you come down with a squeegee on You can'f see wind but you can see the effects f^erS COme t0 Jf,P*n and everybo

the horizontal screen, and the ink comes of wlnd' Il's the same wlth my printsi you Oh, gaijin, gaijin But I never got
down through the holes. That interaction of can 1 see the process but you can see the ef" feelmg whe" people said, Oh, yo
forces creates something, which is the work, fects' There's an lmportant connection be- anese artist -I felt very comfor

and the work is the document of the process. tween showlng the effects of nature and uslng heVCd; ^hen usmg the materials fo
With woodblocks, you bring the baren down the image of a natural thing' 1 used therkaf tlme' 1 telt Saie'

on the block, and in between you have the or.stone to portray the natural effect of the LB Were there Japanese material

paper. The result is the document of the im- Prmtmaking. missed when you were in America?
pact. LB What about your new prints, which SI Not really. I wasn't thinking that way

LB So the "Between" is both spatial and have no stones or leaves? then. I just used what was available,
temporal? SI I didn't use those illusions of natural ob

SI r; .t jects. Now I'm interested in a much more LB ™hat do you feel yo

direct relation with the material. But I still mere.
LB And your prints that show vertical and Wonder what illusions are.. . .The basic idea SI Muzukashii n
horizontal lines are almost graphic represen- w;tf1 my new ]arger work |s control. I con- ficult. Wherever

tations of the printing process? trolled certain areas but not others. I set off ... Sometimes

Si Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes. I ask myself how I an area where people did not intrude, but times in the m
can slip in between the two forces, the verti- outside that area any intrusion was left as it contrasts; they
cal and the horizontal. That's my locus, was. You can see the marks of all six people here. I'm still l
Prints allow me to get involved in the natural who worked on the print. And it's made hor- asking why, w
forces, and so get involved in nature. izontally; if someone picks up the paper a ing directly, but w

LB How do you get involved in the mate- little bit- the ink naturally flows down the difficult. It's a

r;al? sides and that's also left on the print. So I'm work for Crown Point Press in Oakland in
. combining the natural effect of the ink run- February. I'm very excited about it. I don't

want to appreciate t e natura c arac n|ng and the effects of humans, the finger know what kind of image I'll do yet, but I
teristics o t e materia . ausc en erg, say, markSj the footprints. I used my fingers on want to work with different types of people,
ts always thinking, How can I occupy the the area of the print, too. It's all very direct. different printers,

material? Western artists want to change the

material to control it to make it theirs I So the finger marks aren't all yours? LB What happens when American artists

don't want to do that, but to use the material SI No. When I got this very beautiful paper come to work in Japan?
the way its character demands. Paper is pa- —which a friend of mine made for my new SI Helen Frankenthaler came to work at my
per. Sometimes I wet a piece of paper, put it work—when I held it for the first time, I studio a few months ago. She made a beautiful

on a carved form, just leave it there for a thought, "My God, it's so beautiful. Maybe woodblock print. She titled it Cedar Hill be
week, and let it make some kind of shape. If I I'd better not occupy it by myself, maybe I cause you can see a lot of cedars in Kyoto,
put it in water again, it will go flat. Another should share it." So I just left it on the floor I've been working with Crown Point Press on
example—with etchings, the corrosion of the in the studio, let people come to see how their project to bring American artists to
copper with acid is a natural interaction. I beautiful the paper was, and let them touch work with traditional Japanese woodblock
scratch the plate, and that's a human move- it. Sometimes people were really interested printers. They've already sent over six or
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head. Paper needs water. When I look at the middle of a desert. If I say, "I'm an artist,
water, it makes me feel paper is there. When I'm here," they'll never care. They don't

I use paper, I feel like I'm floating in the know if something new is happening,
middle of the ocean. They've spent thousands of years building up

LB Do you like to swim? the culture there- They're not interested in
. something new. That's why I can get more

SI Yes. Maybe that s why I like using paper. attemion with Westerners. Inside Japan it's
LB Do you think that people in the West very different. I'm always being bounced in
understand your art? between.

SI In the beginning it was kind of difficult. LB What artists in
It took over ten, 15 maybe 12. . .20 years. SI 1>m not s() inter
When people thought of Japanese art, they For me {he prQcess

always related
Zen, and some
nos. Recently
deeply. I think

it to Buddhism, Shintoism,
very obvious effects. Kimo- LB What about Ja
they started to look more SI I'm not so intere
the West lost something in the more interested

process of getting to today. They want some- kind of thing. It's
thing different now, so they've started look- beings. We don't h
ing far away. All over the world everyone is I think art is a pity

Shoichi
Shoichi Ida.
Ida.Photo
Photo
by
by
Hashimoto
Hashimoto
Fumiyoshi.
Fumiyoshi. looking at Japanese art these days The Japa- L

nese spirit is different. You can feel the differ- on tEat a

seven artists. Chuck Close is coming in ences.

April. Francesco Clemente is coming, too, r R Slirh SI Art's llk
because he wants to work with Japanese po- ' times you can enJ°y »-look at it if you're

ets. And Al Held. It's an interesting project, SI To talk about Japanese culture we'd have interested in seeing what's going on in your
sharing spirits with the Japanese. to sPend our hves' ' ■ • Basically I think Japan life. I like to see what's going on in your life,

is a garbage culture. through your costume, your pose, move

LB What do you think these artists are com- Garbage? ments, effects. Sometime y

ing to Japan to find? «• l. _ through the canvas, those effects. Art is al

SI When they first came, every artist , e Japanese accept everyt ing- eY ways inside you. Yourself. Ourselves. Tha
thought, "I'd like to make a Hiroshige don 1 1,ke to throw anything away. If they , j ,ike archaeologists so much. They

print," or something like that. They had wLant t0 thro'w *onM:th»»S away> th^ hfvf !° always digging, digging for human being
some romantic reasons to come all the way ' rOW " m.t e ,aC1, C cean not lnS s c » Artists can't be digging that way. If we d
over here. But it's never like that. Even when Thls tmJ lsland>. th's ls'and> had we might have to go to jail,
you look at their new prints you never realize accepted everything from China, Korea, ev
is anBrody
English Fellow of the Japanese
they're woodblocks. They're completely new. Çrywhere for thousands of years. When the

I never thought about the kinds of things that JaPanese looked at Western culture, they al- Ministry of Education in Shizuoka-ken. Shoi
came out. They were shocked, too. Always. ways PIcked UP on Particular things from a ida is a Kyoto artist well known for his prints.

Shocked certain age. So, for example, if you walk

through the Ginza today you can see very
LB How do the American artists catch on to strange English signs Sometimes they shock

Japanese techniques? you, they're so different. New directions, Editors' Note: A

SI It's very difficult, very different. But the things you never thought about in English. Shoichi
prints come out beautifully. Some use 70 col- That's Japan, the middle of a trash can. I like Shoichi I
ors, 140 colors, the way we count them. Pat garbage. That's why I like New York. It the time of h

Steir did about 70 runs in one print. Wayne makes me feel good. The rushing, the smell. ^'a['c
rr,. • ■ - j. ■ j i , , , T , i '. . ° —264 in black and white as well as many color

1 hiebaud did a dark chocolate cake. It s very sparkable. , . , . . ■ , , . ' ,
' r plates and installation shots—and texts in English

LB How strong do you think the Western Lß But yQU ,ive Jn Kyoto? Beautiful, quiet and JaP

interest in Japanese art is now? Kvoto? ' Asahi Building, 6-6-7, Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo,
or t .u c» » l i Japan, for $20 postpaid. Ida's work can also be

SI In the States people are getting more and SI Right> where nQ
more interested in making woodblocks, and
also in collecting them. Until now they liked

slicker work, like Pop Art, the mass-pro- » • * I 1
duced look. That's how silkscreen got a posi- ' */ ( ,»•

tion in the print field. But that's changing. • , ■ ___ « • <

They want more skill involved, a more hu- bLht

man locus on the image, instead of a ma- I

chine-made one. That's why they like hand- , J I

made paper, etchings, rocks. In Japan, >
though, prints have always been popular. We B I —

have a long history prints—over 1,000
years—so the quality of printing is very .

good. For the Japanese it's very comfortable

niake for Peo- * ~ l||m r

pie always ask me why I like paper so much. I

never

even
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